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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to address the strategic and
tactic issues in agent communication. Strategic reasoning enables agents
to decide about the global communication plan in terms of the macro-
actions to perform in order to achieve the main conversational goal.
Tactic reasoning, on the other hand, allows agents to locally select, at
each moment, the most appropriate argument according to the adopted
strategy. Previous efforts at defining and formalizing strategies for argu-
mentative agents have often neglected the tactic level and the relation
between strategic and tactic levels. In this paper, we propose a formal
framework for strategic and tactic reasoning for rational communicat-
ing agents and the relation between these two kinds of reasoning. This
framework is based on our social commitment and argument approach
for agent communication.

1 Introduction

Recent years have seen an increasing interest in agent communication. Using
argumentation theories in this domain seems a promising way to develop more
flexible and efficient agent communication mechanisms [1, 3, 4, 14, 16, 26]. The
idea is to provide agents with reasoning capabilities allowing them to decide
about the appropriate communicative acts to perform in order to achieve some
conversational goals in different dialogue types [18, 19, 21, 22, 24].

In order to improve the agent communication efficiency, we propose in this
paper a formal framework addressing strategic and tactic issues. A strategy is
defined as a global cognitive representation of the means of reaching some goals
[31]. Tactic is basically the mean to reach the aims fixed at the strategic level
[20]. For example, according to Moore [20], maintaining focus of the dispute in
a persuasive dialogue, and building a point of view or destroying the opponent’s
one refer to strategy, whereas selecting methods to fulfill these two objectives
refers to tactic. In our framework, the agents’ strategic and tactic reasoning
is based upon their argumentative capabilities. Agents use this reasoning in
order to achieve their conversational goals. Strategic reasoning allows agents
to plan the global line of communication in terms of the sub-goals to achieve,
whereas tactic reasoning allows them to locally select, at each moment, the
most appropriate argument according to the adopted strategy. In other words,
strategy is considered at the global level (in which direction the communication
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can advance) and the tactics are considered at the local level (which move to be
selected next).

In recent years, some significant proposals have explored the strategic rea-
soning of argumentative agents [2, 15, 25, 27]. However, the tactical reasoning has
often been neglected or simplified to a private preference policy like in [15]. In
addition, as outlined in [10], the problem of coming up with an optimal communi-
cation strategy that ensures beneficial interaction outcomes for the participating
agents is still an open problem. We think that an efficient agent communica-
tion requires to address both the strategic and tactic levels and the relation
between these two levels. The objective of this paper is to investigate this is-
sue for argumentative-based agent communication. Our contribution starts by
formalizing strategic and tactic reasoning and the relation between them us-
ing a management theory. At the tactical level, we develop a theory allowing
agents to select the most relevant argument at each moment according to the
adopted strategy. In addition, our approach enables agents to take into account
the context of conversation and to be able to backtrack if some choices are not
appropriate.

Paper overview. In Section 2, we introduce the fundamental ideas of our
agent communication approach based on social commitments and arguments. In
Section 3, we present the strategic level of our framework and its relation with
the tactic level. In Section 4, we present the tactic reasoning. In Section 5, we
illustrates our ideas by an example. In Section 6, we compare our framework to
related work and conclude the paper.

2 Agent Communication Approach

Our agent communication approach is based on the philosophical notion of so-
cial commitments (SCs) [30]. A SC is an engagement made by an agent (called
the debtor), that some fact is true or that some action will be performed. This
commitment is directed to a set of agents (called creditors). A SC is an obliga-
tion in the sense that the debtor must respect and behave in accordance with
this commitment. Commitments are social in the sense that they are expressed
publicly and governed by some rules. This means that they are observable by
all the participants. The main idea is that a speaker is committed to a state-
ment when he made this statement or when he agreed upon this statement
made by another participant and acts accordingly. For simplification reasons,
we suppose that we have only one creditor. Thus, we denote a SC as follows:
SC(Ag1, Ag2, t, ϕ) where Ag1 is the debtor, Ag2 is the creditor, t is the time
associated with the commitment, and ϕ its content. Logically speaking, a SC
is a public propositional attitude. The content of a SC can be a proposition or
an action. A detailed taxonomy of the SCs is presented in [5] and their logical
semantics is developed in [6].

In order to model the dynamics of conversations in our framework, we inter-
pret a speech act as an action performed on a SC or on a SC content. A speech
act is an abstract act that an agent, the speaker, performs when producing an
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utterance U and addressing it to another agent, the addressee [29]. According to
speech act theory [29], the primary units of meaning in the use of language are
not isolated propositions but rather speech acts of the type called illocutionary
acts. Assertions, questions, orders and declarations are examples of these illocu-
tionary acts. In our framework, a speech act can be defined using BNF notation
as follows.

Definition 1 (Speech Acts). SA(ik, Ag1, Ag2, tu, U) =def

Act(Ag1, tu, SC(Ag1, Ag2, t, ϕ))
|Act−cont(Ag1, tu, SC(Agi, Agj , t, ϕ))
|Act(Ag1, tu, SC(Ag1, Ag2, t, ϕ)) &
Act−cont(Ag1, tu, SC(Agi, Agj , t, ϕ))

where SA is the abbreviation of ”Speech Act”, ik is the identifier of the speech
act, Ag1 is the speaker, Ag2 is the addressee, tu is the utterance time, U is
the utterance, Act indicates the action performed by the speaker on the commit-
ment: Act ∈ {Create,Withdraw, V iolate, Satisfy}, Act−cont indicates the ac-
tion performed by the speaker on the commitment content: Act−cont ∈ {Accept−
cont,Refuse−cont, Challenge−cont, Justify−cont,Defend−cont,Attack−cont},
i, j ∈ {1, 2}, i �= j, the meta-symbol ”&” indicates the logical conjunction between
actions performed on social commitments and social commitment contents.

The definiendum SA(ik, Ag1, Ag2, tu, U) is defined by the definiens
Act(Ag1, tu, SC(Ag1, Ag2, t, ϕ)) as an action performed by the speaker on its SC.
The definiendum is defined by the definiens Act−cont(Ag1, tu, SC(Agi, Agj , t, ϕ))
as an action performed by the speaker on the content of its SC (i = 1, j = 2)
or on the content of the addressee’s SC (i = 2, j = 1). Finally, the definiendum
is defined as an action performed by the speaker on its SC and as an action
performed by the speaker on the content of its SC or on the content of the
addressee’s SC. These actions are similar to the moves proposed in [28].

We notice here that using a social (public) approach as a theoretical founda-
tion does not mean that agents do not reason on their private mental states or on
the addressees’ mental states (beliefs, intention, etc.). According to Definition 1,
this public approach is used at the semantical level in order to interpret commu-
nicative acts as social commitments and not as mental states (see [6, 7] for more
details about the public semantics). Public and mental (private) approaches are
not contradictory, but rather, they are complementary. In our framework, agents
reason on SCs and on their beliefs about the addressees’ beliefs and preferences
(see Section 4.2). These beliefs are not public, but they can, for example, be
inferred from past interactions.

Our approach is also based on argumentation. Several argumentation theories
and frameworks have been proposed in the literature (see for example [9, 17, 23]).
An argumentation system essentially includes a logical language £, a definition
of the argument concept, a definition of the attack relation between arguments,
and finally a definition of acceptability. We use the following definitions from
[1]. Here Γ indicates a possibly inconsistent knowledge base with no deductive
closure, and � stands for classical inference.
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Definition 2 (Argument). An argument is a pair (H,h) where h is a formula
of £ and H a subset of Γ such that: i) H is consistent, ii) H � h and iii) H is
minimal, so that no subset of H satisfying both i and ii exists. H is called the
support of the argument and h its conclusion.

Definition 3 (Attack). Let (H1, h1), (H2, h2) be two arguments. (H1, h1) at-
tacks (H2, h2) iff H2 � ¬h1. In other words, an argument is attacked if and only
if there exists an argument for the negation of its conclusion.

The link between commitments and arguments enables us to capture both
the public and reasoning aspects of agent communication. This link is explained
as follows. Before committing to some fact h being true (i.e. before creating a
commitment whose content is h), the speaker agent must use its argumenta-
tion system to build an argument (H, h). On the other side, the addressee agent
must use its own argumentation system to select the answer it will give (i.e. to
decide about the appropriate manipulation of the content of an existing commit-
ment). For example, an agent Ag1 accepts the commitment content h proposed
by another agent Ag2 if it is able to build an argument supporting this content
from its knowledge base. If Ag1 has an argument (H ′,¬h), then it refuses the
commitment content proposed by Ag2. However, how agents can select the most
appropriate argument at a given moment depends on its tactic. This aspect is
detailed in Section 4. The social relationship that exists between agents, their
reputations and trusts also influence the acceptance of the arguments by agents.
However, this aspect will not be dealt with in this paper. The argumentation re-
lations that we use in our model are thought of as actions applied to commitment
contents. The set of these relations is: {Justify, Defend, Attack}.

In order to implement this communication model, we use an agent archi-
tecture composed of three layers: the mental layer, the social layer, and the
reasoning layer. The mental layer includes beliefs, desires, goals, etc. The social
layer captures social concepts such as SCs, conventions, roles, etc. Agents must
use their reasoning capabilities to reason about their mental states before act-
ing on SCs. The agent’s reasoning capabilities are represented by the reasoning
layer using an argumentation system. Our conversational agent architecture also
involves general knowledge, such as knowledge about the conversation subject.
Agents can also reason about their preferences in relation to beliefs. The idea is
to capture the fact that some facts are more strongly believed. For this reason,
we assume, like in [1], that any set of facts has a preference order over it. We
suppose that this ordering derives from the fact that the agent’s knowledge base
denoted by Γ is stratified into non-overlapping sets Γ1, . . . , Γn such that facts in
Γi are all equally preferred and are more preferred than those in Γj where i < j.
We can also define the preference level of a subset of Γ whose elements belong
to different non-overlapping sets as follows.

Definition 4 (Preference Level). The preference level of a nonempty subset
γ of Γ denoted by level(γ) is the number of the highest numbered layer which
has a member in γ.
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Example 1. Let Γ = Γ1 ∪ Γ2 with Γ1 = {a, b} and Γ2 = {c, d} and γ = {a} and
γ′ = {a, d}. We have: level(γ) = 1 and level(γ′) = 2.

3 Strategic Reasoning

According to the theory of constraints proposed by Goldratt [13], the common
view about strategy is that of setting the high objectives of an initiative. The
strategy dictates the direction of all activities. Tactics, on the other hand, are the
chosen types of activities needed to achieve the objectives. Indeed, tactics allow
us to implement and accomplish the strategy. In management, a strategic plan
defines the mission, vision and value statements of an enterprize. Once objectives
are defined, alternative strategies can be evaluated. While a goal or an objective
indicates ”what” is to be achieved, a strategy indicates ”how” that achievement
will be realized. Strategies, therefore, depend on goals and objectives. Tactics
are the steps involved in the execution of the strategy.

Our strategic and tactic framework for agent communication is based on
this vision. In this framework, the dialogue strategy is defined in terms of the
sub-goals to be achieved in order to achieve the final conversational goal. The
sub-goals represents the macro-actions to be performed. This reflects the global
vision and the direction of the dialogue. The strategy has a dynamic nature
in the sense that the sub-goals can be elaborated while the dialogue advance.
The strategy can also be adjusted when more information becomes available.
The tactics represent the micro-actions to be performed in order to achieve each
elaborate (elementary) sub-goal. This reflects the local vision of the dialogue. A
tactic is succeeded when the sub-goal is achieved, and the strategy is succeeded
when all the involved tactics are succeeded, which means that the final goal is
achieved. Fig. 1 illustrates the strategic and tactic levels in our framework.

Indeed, in multi-agent systems, agents are designed to accomplish particular
tasks. Each agent has its own domain and a certain goals to achieve. We call this
kind of goals: operational goals. These agents often have to interact with each
other in order to achieve some sub-goals of the operational goals. These sub-goals
generate what we call conversational goals. In our framework, we distinguish be-
tween these two types of goals. In the same way, we distinguish between domain
constraints, called operational constraints, and conversational constraints called
criterions. Time and budget constraints are examples of operational constraints,
and respecting the religious and ideological believes of the addressee is an exam-
ple of criterions. In our framework, a dialogue strategy depends on the conversa-
tional goal, operational constraints and criterions. Operational constraints and
criterions also reflect the factors that may influence the strategy design: goals,
domain, agents’ capabilities, agents’ values, protocol, counterparts, agents’ re-
sources, and alternatives [25]. Domain, agents’ capabilities, and agents’ values
are operational constraints. Protocol, counterparts, agents’ resources, and alter-
natives are criterions.

The initiative agent must build a global and initial strategy before starting
the conversation. A strategy allows an agent to decide about the main sub-goals
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Fig. 1. Strategy and tactics in our framework

to be fixed in order to achieve the conversational goal according to a set of op-
erational constraints and conversational criterions. To achieve the same conver-
sational goal, an agent can have several alternative strategies depending on the
sub-set of operational constraints and the sub-set of criterions the agent decide
to satisfy. The conversational goal, sub-goals, operational constraints and crite-
rions can be expressed in a logical language. The set of operational constraints
and the set of criterions can be inconsistent. However, the sub-set of operational
constraints and the sub-set of criterions the agent decide to satisfy should be con-
sistent. We define a strategy as a function that associates to a goal and a sub-set
of operational constraints and a sub-set of criterions a set of goals (sub-goals).

Definition 5 (Strategy). Let B be a set of goals, Ctr be a set of operational
constraints, and Cr be a set of conversational criterions. A strategy is a function:
Str : B × 2Ctr × 2Cr → 2B

Strategies are dynamic in nature. Agents should adjust the adopted dialogue
strategy while the conversation progresses. This can be achieved by taking into
account the new constraints and criterions that can appear during the conver-
sation. In this case, the new constraints and criterions to be satisfied should
be consistent with the initial sub-set of constraints and criterions selected to
be satisfied. Thus, agents can apply the strategy function (Str) each time new
constraints and criterions are added. This enables agents to decide about the
sub-goals to be achieved of each already fixed sub-goal. In Fig. 1, this is illus-
trated by the different levels: from a level i to a level i + 1 (we suppose that
the level in which we have the main or final goal is the lower one). We notice
here that the set of criterions can progress with the dialogue, whereas the set of
operational constraints is generally more stable.
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Example 2. Let us suppose that: Ctr = {x0, x1, x2} and Cr = {y0, y1}. Let
B ∈ B be the conversational goal, and SCtr and SCr be two sub-sets of Ctr
and Cr representing the constraints and criterions selected to be satisfied. We
suppose that: SCtr = {x0, x1} and SCr = {y1}. We can have at a first time
(level 0): Str(B, SCtr, SCr) = {B1, B2, B3}. At a second time (level 1), we
suppose that: SCr = SCr∪{y2}. Thus, by applying the Str function on B1, we
can obtain: Str(B1, SCtr, SCr) = {B11, B12, B13}.
This example illustrates how the strategy can influence the dialogue by deciding
about the sub-goals to achieve in order to achieve the main conversational goal.
The dialogue advance, on the other hand, influences the strategy by taking into
account the new operational constraints and criterions. In the case where the
new constraints and criterions are inconsistent with the initial selected ones, the
adopted strategy should be completely or partially changed. The strategy should
be completely changed if the main goal is changed. However, if only one of the
sub-goals is changed, the strategy should be partially changed.

In our framework, agents start by using the strategic reasoning to build the
general line of communication. This is reflected by applying the function Str on
the main conversational goal. Thereafter, strategic reasoning and tactic reasoning
are used in parallel. The link between strategy and tactics is that each tactic
is related to a sub-goal fixed by the strategy. The execution of a tactic allows
the execution, the evolution, and the adaptation of the strategy. For example, if
the tactic does not allow the achievement of a sub-goal, the strategy should be
adapted to fix another sub-goal.

4 Tactic Reasoning

In this section, we present our theory of the tactical reasoning for argumentation-
based communicative agents. As illustrated in Fig. 1, tactics allow agents to
select from a set of actions, one action in order to achieve a sub-goal fixed
by the adopted strategy. The purpose of our theory is to guarantee that the
selected action is the most appropriate one according to the current context. In
the rest of this paper, the actions we consider are arguments that agents use to
support their points of view or attack the opponent’s point of view. The most
appropriate action is then the most relevant argument. This enables agents to
be more efficient in their argumentation. Our theory is based on the relevance
of arguments.

4.1 Relevance of Arguments

The most significant attempts to formalize relevance have been done by van Rooy
[32] and Fleger [12]. van Rooy supposes that the relevance of a communication
act in purely competitive dialogues depends on its argumentative force in a given
context. The argumentative force of a proposition with respect to a hypothesis
is defined by a probability function, which assigns a value to a proposition. This
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value represents the probability that this proposition is true. However, van Rooy
does not specify how we can assign probabilities to different propositions. Fleger’s
proposal is based on the proof theory of minimality. It considers that an argument
is irrelevant if it is not in relation to the conversation subject (or problem to
be solved) or if it contains useless premises. This notion of relevance takes into
account only the agent’s knowledge base without considering the context of
conversation. In addition, the minimality concept is not related to the notion of
relevance, but it is a part of arguments definition.

In our framework, we define the relevance of an argument according to the
context of conversation. Our objective is to allow agents to select the most
relevant argument at a given moment by taking into account not only the last
communicative act, but also the previous acts. The idea is to provide a solution
allowing backtracking. This means that, an agent selects one among a set of
possible arguments represented as a tree. If the choice proves to be incorrect
because the selected argument is not accepted by the addressee agent and cannot
be defended, the agent can backtrack or restart at the last point of choice and
can try another argument, which is represented by trying another path in the
tree. The arguments are ordered according to their relevance. We call this process
arguments selection mechanism.

4.2 Arguments Selection Mechanism

Let L be a logical language. The context of conversation for an agent Ag1 com-
mitted in a conversation with another agent Ag2 is defined as follows.

Definition 6 (Context). The context of conversation for an agent Ag1 (the
speaker) committed in a conversation with an agent Ag2 (the addressee) is a
5-tuple CAg1,Ag2 = 〈S, s,PAg1,Ag2 ,KD〉 where:

• S is a formula of L representing the conversation subject that corresponds
to the conversational goal,

• s is a formula of L representing the argument on which the speaker should
act,

• PAg1,Ag2 is the set of Ag1’s beliefs about Ag2’s beliefs Pbel
Ag1,Ag2

and about
Ag2’s preferences Ppref

Ag1,Ag2
. Thus PAg1,Ag2 = Pbel

Ag1,Ag2
∪ Ppref

Ag1,Ag2
,

• KD is the knowledge that the two agents share about the conversation.

KD can contain results or laws related to the domain that are already proved.
In addition, all information on which the two agents agree during the current
conversation is added to KD. For example, the accepted arguments are added
to KD. We also assume that KD ∩ PAg1,Ag2 = ∅.

In the context CAg1,Ag2 , formula s should be relevant for subject S in the
sense that there is a logical relation between the two formulas. This relation
represents the link between tactic and strategy. The idea is that the current
action (at the tactic level) is related to a sub-goal, which is fixed by the strategy.
The current argument can attack or support the formula representing the sub-
goal. In order to define this logical relation between S and s, we introduce the
notion of argumentation tree and the notion of path that we define as follows.
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Definition 7 (Argumentation Tree). Let A be the set of participating agents
and AR be the set of arguments used by the agents in the dialogue. An argumen-
tation tree T is a 2-tuple T = 〈N,→〉 where:

• N = {(Agi, (H, h))|Agi ∈ A, (H, h) ∈ AR} is the set of nodes. Each node is
described as a pair (Agi, (H, h)), which indicates that the argument (H, h) is
used by the agent Agi,

• →⊆ N × N is a relation between nodes. We write n0 → n1 instead of
(n0, n1) ∈→ where {n0, n1} ⊆ N . The relation → is defined as follows:
(Ag1, (H, h)) → (Ag2, (H ′, h′)) iff Ag1 �= Ag2 and (H ′, h′) attacks (H,h)
(see definition 3).

This notion of argumentation tree is close to the notion of argument tree
introduced in [8] and to the notion of abstract dispute tree used in [11]. The main
difference between our argumentation tree notion and these two notions is that
the first one is used to formalize the logical relation between the conversation
subject S and the current argument s and not to illustrate the dialectical proof
and the acceptance of arguments. In addition, our argumentation tree is used to
illustrate the backtracking process which is not dealt with in [8] and in [11].

We associate each (argumentative) conversation to an argumentation tree.
The root of such an argumentation tree is the initial node n0 = (Agi, (H, S))
where Agi is the initiating agent (Agi ∈ A) and (H, S) is the argument support-
ing the conversation subject (or the conversation goal).

Definition 8 (Path). Let T = 〈N,→〉 be an argumentation tree. A path in T
is a finite sequence of nodes n0, n1, . . . , nm such that ∀i 0 ≤ i < m : ni → ni+1.

Proposition 1. Let CAg1,Ag2 = 〈S, s,PAg1,Ag2 , KD〉 be a context of conversa-
tion and A = {Ag1, Ag2} be the set of participating agents. There is a logical
relation between S and s in the context CAg1,Ag2 iff there is a path in the argu-
mentation tree associated with the conversation between the root and the current
node nm = (Agi, (H ′, s)) where i ∈ {1, 2} and (H ′, s) is the argument supporting
s.

The existence of a path in the tree between the root and the current ar-
gument means that this argument defends or attacks directly or indirectly the
conversation subject. Thus, independently on the path, there is a logical relation
between S and s.

In our approach, we first distinguish between relevant and irrelevant argu-
ments in a given context. This distinction allows agents to eliminate at each
argumentation step irrelevant arguments before ordering the relevant arguments
in order to select the most relevant one.

Definition 9 (Irrelevant Argument). Let CAg1,Ag2 = 〈S, s,PAg1,Ag2 , KD〉
be a context of conversation, A be the set of participating agents, T = 〈N,→〉
be the argumentation tree associated to the conversation, and (Agi, (H, h)) be a
node in T where i ∈ {1, 2}. (H,h) is irrelevant in the context CAg1,Ag2 iff:
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1. There is no path between the node (Agi, (H, h)) and the root of T or;
2. ∃x : H � x ∧ ¬x ∈ KD.

The first clause states that the argument does not address the conversa-
tion subject. The second clause states that the argument contradicts the shared
knowledge. We notice here that KD is a knowledge base that changes during
the conversation. Thus, an argument built at a step ti can become irrelevant
at a later step tj if it contradicts the new information accepted by the agent.
In these two cases, the argument is irrelevant and the agent can not use it. Ir-
relevant arguments must be removed from the set of arguments that the agent
can use at a given step of the conversation. This set, called the set of potential
arguments, is denoted by PA.

In Section 2, we emphasized the fact that agents can have private preferences
about different knowledge (see definition 4). Therefore, they can have private
preferences about arguments. This preference relation denoted by (H,h) �Agi

pref

(H ′, h′) means that agent Agi prefers the argument (H ′, h′) to the argument
(H, h). We define this relation as follows.

Definition 10 (Preference). Let (H, h) and (H ′, h′) be two arguments.
(H, h) �Agi

pref (H ′, h′) iff level(H ′) ≤ level(H).

Because ≤ is an ordering relation, the preference relation �Agi

pref is reflex-
ive, antisymmetric, and transitive. Agents may also have favorites among their
arguments. How an agent favors an argument over others depends on the dia-
logue type. For example, in a persuasive dialogue, an agent can favor arguments
having more chances to be accepted by the addressee. In order to character-
ize this notion, we introduce the notion of weight of an argument. The weight
of an argument (H, h) compared to another argument (H ′, h′) in the context
CAg1,Ag2 = 〈S, s,PAg1,Ag2 , KD〉 is denoted by W

PAg1,Ag2
(H,h)/(H′,h′) and is evaluated

according to the following algorithm:

Algorithm 1 (Evaluation of an Argument compared to Another One).

Step 1: W
PAg1,Ag2
(H,h)/(H′,h′) = 0.

Step 2: (∀x ∈ H), (∀x′ ∈ H ′) :
(pref(x, x′) ∈ Ppref

Ag1,Ag2
) ⇒ W

PAg1,Ag2
(H,h)/(H′,h′) = W

PAg1,Ag2
(H,h)/(H′,h′) +1.

pref(x, x′) ∈ Ppref
Ag1,Ag2

means that Ag1 believes that Ag2 prefers x to x’.

According to this algorithm, the weight of an argument (H,h) compared
to another argument (H ′, h′) is incremented by 1 each time Ag1 believes that
Ag2 prefers a knowledge in H to a knowledge in H ′. Indeed, each element of
H is compered once to each element of H ′according to the preference relation.
Consequently, the weight of an argument is finite because H and H ′ are finite
sets.
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The favorite relation is denoted by �PAg1,Ag2
fav and the strict favorite relation

is denoted by ≺PAg1,Ag2
fav . (H, h) �PAg1,Ag2

fav (H ′, h′) means that agent Ag1 favors
the argument (H ′, h′) over the argument (H, h) according to PAg1,Ag2 . This
relation is defined as follows.

Definition 11 (Favorite Argument). Let CAg1,Ag2 = 〈S, s,PAg1,Ag2 ,KD〉 be
a context of conversation and (H,h) and (H ′, h′) be two arguments in the context
CAg1,Ag2 . We have :

(H, h) �PAg1,Ag2
fav (H ′, h′) iff W

PAg1,Ag2
(H,h)/(H′,h′) ≤ W

PAg1,Ag2
(H′,h′)/(H,h),

(H, h) ≺PAg1,Ag2
fav (H ′, h′) iff W

PAg1,Ag2
(H,h)/(H′,h′) < W

PAg1,Ag2
(H′,h′)/(H,h).

In order to allow agents to select the most relevant argument in a conversation
context, we introduce an ordering relation between relevant arguments. This
ordering relation depends on the adopted strategy and is based on the notion
of the risk of failure of an argument. This notion of risk is subjective and there
are several heuristics to evaluate the risk of an argument. In this paper we use
a heuristic based on the fact that KD contains certain knowledge and PAg1,Ag2

contains uncertain beliefs. We formally define this notion as follows.

Definition 12 (Risk of Failure of an Argument). Let CAg1,Ag2 =
〈S, s,PAg1,Ag2 ,KD〉 be a context of conversation and (H,h) be a relevant argu-
ment in the context CAg1,Ag2 . The risk of failure of (H,h) denoted by risk((H, h))
is the sum of the risks of failure of all the formulas included in H. The risk of
failure of a formula q denoted by risk(q) is defined as follows:

• if q ∈ KD then risk(q) = v1.
• if q ∈ PAg1,Ag2 then risk(q) = v2.
• otherwise risk(q) = v3.

Where v1 < v2 < v3 and v1, v2, v3 ∈ R.

Values v1, v2 and v3 should be instantiated according to the dialogue type
and the confidence level of the beliefs included in PAg1,Ag2 . For example, in a
persuasive dialogue and if we consider that KD contains certain knowledge, we
may have v1 = 0, v2 = 0.25, v3 = 0.5. If the confidence level of PAg1,Ag2 is weak,
it is possible to increase v2. However, if this confidence level is high, it is possible
to decrease v2. In a persuasive dialogue, the idea behind the risk of failure is to
promote arguments whose hypotheses have more chance to be accepted. Other
approaches like those used in fuzzy systems to reason with uncertainty (using
for example probabilities) can also be used to evaluate the risk of an argument.
The advantage of our approach is that it is easy to implement and it reflects the
intuitive idea that adding uncertain hypotheses increases the risk of failure of
an argument.

The relevance ordering relation denoted by �r can be defined as follows.
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Definition 13 (Relevance Ordering Relation). Let CAg1,Ag2 =
〈S, s,PAg1,Ag2 ,KD〉 be a conversation context and (H,h) and (H ′, h′) be
two relevant arguments in the context CAg1,Ag2 . (H ′, h′) is more relevant than
(H, h) denoted by (H, h) �r (H ′, h′) iff:

• risk((H ′, h′)) < risk((H ′, h′)) or
• risk((H ′, h′)) = risk((H ′, h′)) and (H, h) ≺PAg1,Ag2

fav (H ′, h′) or

• risk((H ′, h′)) = risk((H ′, h′)) and (H, h) �PAg1,Ag2
fav (H ′, h′) and

(H ′, h′) �PAg1,Ag2
fav (H, h) and (H,h) �Ag1

pref (H ′, h′).

According to this definition, (H ′, h′) is more relevant than (H,h) if the risk
of (H, h) is greater that the risk of (H ′, h′). If the two arguments have the
same risk, the more relevant argument is the more favourable one according to
the favourite relation ≺PAg1,Ag2

fav . If the two arguments have the same risk and
they are equal according to the favourite relation, the more relevant argument
is the more preferable one according to the preference relation �Agi

pref where
i ∈ {1, 2}. The two arguments have the same relevance if in addition they are
equal according to the preference relation. The ordering relation �r is reflexive,
antisymmetric, and transitive. The proof is straightforward from the definition
and from the fact that �Agi

pref is an ordering relation (see Definition 10).
Computationally speaking, the arguments selection mechanism is based on:

(1) the elimination of irrelevant arguments; (2) the construction of new relevant
arguments; (3) the ordering of the relevant arguments using the relevance order-
ing relation; and (4) the selection of one of the most relevant arguments. This
process is executed by each participating agent at each argumentation step at
the tactical level. The relevant arguments that are not selected at a step ti, are
recorded and added to the set of potential arguments PA because they can be
used at a subsequent step. The set of potential arguments can be viewed as a
stack in which the higher level argument is the most relevant one. A relevant
argument constructed at a step ti and used latter at a step tj simulates the back-
tracking towards a previous node in the argumentation tree and the construction
of a new path. The following example illustrates this idea.

5 Example

In this example, we present only a part of the argumentation tree, which
is sufficient to illustrate the arguments selection mechanism. To simplify
the notation, arguments are denoted by ai and a′

i (1 ≤ i ≤ n). We assume
that the conversation subject is S, A = {Ag1, Ag2}, KD = {f, l, q}, and
PAg2,Ag1 = {p, d, r} ∪ {pref(q, p)} where f, l, q, p, d and r are formulas of
the language L. The part of the argumentation tree we are interested in starts
from a node ni = (Ag1, a1) where a1 = ({s,¬s′, s ∧ ¬s′ → u}, u) and s, s′, u
are formulas of the language L. We also assume that from its knowledge base,
agent Ag2 produces four arguments taking into account the current context
CAg1,Ag2 = 〈S, s,PAg1,Ag2 , KD〉. These arguments are:
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a′
1 = ({p, k, p ∧ k → ¬s},¬s), a′

2 = ({q, r, c, q ∧ r ∧ c → ¬s},¬s),
a′
3 = ({¬d,m,¬d ∧m → s′}, s′), and a′

4 = ({e, c, e ∧ c → s′}, s′).

Where p, k, q, r, c, d,m and e are formulas of the language L. Hence:
PA(Ag2) = {a′

1, a
′
2, a

′
3, a

′
4} (PA(Ag2) is the set of Ag2’s potential argu-

ments).
At this step (step 1), Ag2 should select the most relevant argument using

our relevance ordering relation. In order to do that, Ag2 should evaluate the
risk of failure of these arguments. We assume that v1 = 0, v2 = 0.3, v3 = 0.5.
Consequently: risk(a′

1) = 0.3 + 0.5 = 0.8, risk(a′
2) = 0 + 0.3 + 0.5 = 0.8,

risk(a′
3) = 0.7 + 0.5 = 1.2, risk(a′

4) = 0.5 + 0.5 = 1.
The arguments a′

1 and a′
2 have the same risk of failure. However, because

pref(q, p) ∈ PAg2,Ag1 and according to our evaluation algorithm (algorithm 1),
we obtain: W

PAg2,Ag1
a′
1/a′

2
= 0 and W

PAg2,Ag1
a′
2/a′

1
= 1.

Therefore, according to definitions 11 and 13, the four arguments are or-
dered as follows: a′

1 �r a′
2 �r a′

3 �r a′
4. Consequently, Ag2 selects a′

2. Then
(step 2), Ag1 should take position on a′

2. For that we assume that Ag1 has
only one argument a2 = ({f, l, f ∧ l → ¬c},¬c) attacking a′

2 in the new context
CAg1,Ag2 = 〈S,¬s,PAg1,Ag2 , KD〉. Because f, l ∈ KD, Ag1 accepts this argu-
ment. Thereafter, ¬c is added to KD and according to definition 9, a′

4 becomes
irrelevant. This argument is removed from the set of Ag1’s potential arguments.
We then obtain PA(Ag2) = {a′

1, a
′
3}. According to the arguments selection mech-

anism, Ag2 selects a′
1 (step 3). Selecting this argument at this step simulates a

backtracking towards a lower level node (previous node) in the argumentation
tree. This example is illustrated in Fig. 2.

6 Related Work and Conclusion

Recently, some interesting proposals have addressed the strategic reasoning of
argumentative agents. In [25], Rahwan et al. propose a set of factors that may
influence the strategy design. These factors are considered in our framework as
operational constraints and criterions. In [2], Amgoud and Maudet define the
strategy as a function allowing agents to select a communicative act from the
permitted acts. This definition does not take into account the underlying fac-
tors and the operational selection mechanism. The more complete framework in
the literature addressing tactic and strategic issues of agent communication was
developed by Kakas et al. [15]. The authors propose an argumentation-based
framework encompassing private tactics of the individual agents and strategies
that reflect different classes of agent attitudes. This framework uses sceptical
and credulous forms of argumentative reasoning. Private strategies specify the
dialogue moves an agent is willing to utter, according to its own objectives and
other personal characteristics. Unlike our proposal, this work does not specify
the relation between strategy and tactic. In addition, strategies and tactics are
mainly represented using a preference policy on the dialogue moves. However,
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Fig. 2. A part of argumentation tree with the arguments selection mechanism

our strategy and tactic theory is based on the goals and sub-goals agents want
to achieve. The context notion we use in our framework that reflects the conver-
sational goal and the different agents’ beliefs is different from the one used by
the authors, which is generally defined on the basis of some priority rules.

The different proposals that have considered the strategic level, have ne-
glected the important relation between strategy and tactics. The contribution of
this paper is the proposition of an approach allowing agents to combine strategic
and tactic reasoning in order to be more efficient in their communications. The
link between strategic and tactic levels enables agents to have global and local vi-
sions of the dialogue. In addition, our tactic theory provides a strong mechanism
to select the most appropriate argument depending on the strategy adopted by
the agent. The mechanism uses our relevance principle that takes into account
the context of conversation. This selection mechanism is implemented in the
case of persuasion dialogues using logical programming and an agent-oriented
platform (Jack Intelligent Agents). In addition, an important advantage of our
approach is the fact that it allows backtracking.

The approach presented in this paper is general and can be implemented
for other dialogue types. As future work, we plan to define in a systematic way
the relevance ordering for each dialogue type. In addition, we intend to enhance
protocols based on dialogue games with our strategic and tactic approach. This
will allows us to develop more flexible and efficient argument-based agent con-
versations. We also intend to analyze and evaluate the behavior of the proposed
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heuristics (e.g. the notion of risk of failure). On the other hand, our framework
is operational in its design. Thus, if it is different from the one developed by
Sadri et al. [28], which is more declarative. Considering the declarative meaning
and investigating the formal properties of our argumentation setting is another
key issue for future work.
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